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ABSTRACT
A capacitor voltage transformer (CVT) comprises a capacitor voltage divider
connected to an iron-core voltage transformer. The capacitor voltage transformer is
used in the transmission and distribution circuit for stepping down voltages for
metering or protection.
The performance of the capacitor voltage transformer described in this
dissertation is assessed by computer simulation. The simulation tools MATLAB
and PSCAD/EMTDC were used. Various types of fault have been made to
investigate the transient response of the CVT. It can be seen that as the location of
the fault becomes more remote the period of oscillation becomes longer. The
results obtained indicate that the CVT transient behaviour is controlled by the sum
of the stack capacitances, the shape and parameters of the ferroresonance
suppression circuits and the point on wave at which the fault occurs.
Experiment results are presented in this dissertation. The objective of the
experiment is to investigate the effect on the performance of a distance relay of the
CVT transient response. From the results obtained we can see that the CVT
transient will slow down the relay for in zone faults. The type of fault applied in
this experiment is single phase to ground.
xi
CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF CAPACITOR VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMER.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In power systems the primary voltage and current signals are transformed to
voltages of current for metering and protection purposes. These signals are required
at adequately low level in order to suit the operation of instruments and relays. In
order to obtain a low voltage level from high voltage source, a wound voltage
transformer is normally used to step down the primary voltage. However, as the
system voltage increases, the insulation cost makes this type of transformer
inappropriate and other type of voltage sensing units are needed. The most commonly
used voltage sensing unit is the capacitor voltage transformer (CVT). CVT is
commonly used in electricity distribution and transmission systems at high and extra
high voltages.
1.1 LITERATURE REVIEWS
Theoretical study and tests carried out with CVT model and system protective
relays show that it is possible to study the performance of protective relays fed by
capacitor voltage transformers systematically [1]. This will enable the limits of the
load for this particular type of CVT to be fixed before feeding the relays. Some
examples are given in [1].
The results described in [1] show that a load represented by the parallel
connection of a resistance and an inductance has a very harmful effect on the
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transient voltages of CVT. The amplitudes of the transient voltages are not sufficient
to characterise the risk of disturbance in the performance of the relay.
It is not possible to find the values for transient voltages, which are identical and
valid for all system protective relays fed by capacitor voltage transformer. Whereby it
can be achieved by determine the characteristics of the permissible transient voltage,
i.e. frequency and amplitude from a given time subsequent to the appearance of the
fault, for each of the relay [1]. It is because these values rely upon the rapidity of
operation as well as the type of relay and the sensitivity of its measurement.
Protective relays fed by CVT do not operate correctly if the secondary side
voltage is not a direct replica of the primary side voltage [2]. In order to ensure
correct operation of the relay, it is necessary for the secondary side voltage to be
operated as accurately as possible to the primary voltage when the latter falls rapidly.
The other conditions that the CVT must fulfil have been given in [2].
1.2 CAPACITOR VOLTAGE TRANSORMER
Capacitive Voltage Transformers (CVTs) are predominantly used tool to measure
the voltage signals on a transmission network. This is particularly important for
distance relays in high voltage (HV) and extra high voltage (EHV) systems. Thus it is
not appropriates to connect the voltage coils of protective devices direct to the system.
We need to step down the voltage to a manageable value and to insulate the protective
device from the power system. Therefore a suitable device should be designed to
serve these purposes. Currently, there are voltage-transforming devices to serve these
purposes in the power system.
Capacitance divider with a suitable matching or isolating potential transformer
tuned for resonance condition, known as CVT, is often used in power systems for
voltage measurements. CVTs provide a mean of deriving safe source of voltages from
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a high voltage system. Under line fault conditions, when the voltage drops and there
is no threat of exceeding the knee-point of the magnetizing characteristic of the step-
down transformer, a CVT can be represented by the equivalent linear circuit as shown
in Figure 1.1. It consists of a capacitive voltage divider, i.e. stack capacitor (Cs) and
base capacitor (Cb), and a wound transformer. Tuning inductance, La, is usually
connected in series with the transformer primary. Depending on the design and type
of equipment, various impedances may be added to complete the circuit. Figure 1.2
shows the simplified circuit diagram of the CVT that provides more accurate
information on the CVT characteristics. The capacitor, C in Figure 1.2 is the sum of
Cs and Cb in Figure 1.1. The inductance, L, comprises the leakage inductance of the
transformer together with the tuning inductance, La, in Figure 1.1. Resistance, R, in
Figure 1.2 represents the sum of the equivalent core resistance (Re), winding
resistance (Rw), primary and secondary resistance (Rp and R2) and magnetising
resistance in the transformer (Rm), refer to Figure 1.1. Load, Z, represents the total
load of CVT that is including the impedance of the burden in Figure 1.1, referred to
the primary of the transformer, together with the iron losses and magnetisation
impedance of this transformer.














Figure 1.1: Outline diagram of a capacitor voltage transformer the burden
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i-rn V. T Magnetising inductance
Rm V. T. Magnetising resistance
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Figure 1.2: Simplified model of a CVT from Figure 1.1.
Descriptions:
C : Sum ofthe capacitive voltage divider
L : Equivalent inductance
R : Equivalent resistance
Z : Load
Vo
CVTs provide a cost-efficient way of obtaining secondary voltages for EHV
systems. They create however, certain problems for distance relays. During line
faults, when the primary voltage collapses and the energy stored in the stack
capacitors and the tuning reactor of a CVT needs to be dissipated, the CVT generates
severe transients that affect the performance of protective relays.
A capacitor voltage transformer must necessarily give rise to transient
phenomena during a short-circuit, and these make it necessary to take certain
precautions when using the transformer with relays. Several precautionary methods
have been described in [2].
The transient caused by the CVT are of significant magnitude and relatively long
duration. This becomes particularly important for large Source Impedance Ratios
(SIR - the ratio of the system equivalent impedance and the relay reach impedance)
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when the fault loop voltage can be as low as a few percent of the nominal voltage for
faults at the relay reach point. Such a small signal is buried beneath the CVT transient
making it extremely difficult to distinguish quickly between faults at the reach point
and faults within the protection zone.
Currently, the transient performance of CVTs is not covered by any standard. In
addition to that, transient behaviour of CVTs is relevant for the application in
protection relaying and an analysis of their transient response is needed. The purpose
of this project therefore, is to investigate the transient responses of CVTs and the
affect of CVTs to the distance relay performance.
In order to investigate the performance of the CVT, MATLAB was used. It is
also possible to investigate by experiment. Apart from the economical point of view,
computer simulation technique also enables us to study the performance of the device
and the relays connected to it under a number of fault conditions in a very short time.
Figure 1.3 shows the simplified circuit diagram for this project. Once the
MATLAB program is completed, the program has to be downloaded into a model of
distance relay, OMICRON, to investigate the performance of distance relay while
using CVT.
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Figure 1.3: Simplified circuit diagram.
A summary of the contents of the various chapters and appendices in this dissertation
are:-
• Chapter 2 describes the mathematical method used to calculate the output to input
voltage ratio, H(oo), of the CVT circuit.
• Chapter 3 describes the voltage response of the CVT when various faults were
applied to the system. Two circuits can be used to represent the CVT. These
circuits will be used to analyse the type of CVT transient. The circuits represent
the transformer with a suppressing circuit connected and one circuit disconnected.
• Chapter 4 describes how the performance of distance relay varies while using the
model of the CVT described in Chapter 3. In this chapter the experiment will be
established to observe the performance of distance relay. The single phase to
ground fault is applied in this experiment.
• Chapter 5 describes the conclusions and discussions.
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Appendix A provides a programme listing for the Capacitor Voltage Transformer
written in MATLAB format.
Appendix B provides a programming listing for the Capacitor Voltage
Transformer while various faults were applied to the system written in MATLAB
format.
Appendix C provides Technical Data of OMICRON CMC 56 Test Set.
Appendix D describes the calculations of positive and zero sequence impedance
for the transmission line used in this dissertation.
Appendix E provides Technical Data of OPTIMHO LFZP 111.






Several methods can be used to solve the electric circuit, shown in Figure 1.2. In
this thesis, the inverse method is used. Table 1 shows the parameters of the CVT
circuit, shown in Figure 1.1.
Table 1: Circuit parameters of CVT shown in Figure 1.1.
SYMBOL NAME OF COMPONENT VALUES
Cs Stack capacitance 2000 pf
Cb Base capacitance 0.084 uf
La Tuning inductance 1.056 H
Ll Primary Leakage inductance 79.832 mH
Re Equivalent Core resistance 2000 Q
Rw Winding resistance 239 Q
Rp Primary resistance 1050 Q.
R2 Secondary resistance 0.162Q
L2 Secondary inductance 0.168 mH
i-rn V. T. Magnetising inductance 27050 H
Rm V. T. Magnetising resistance 5.8 M a
C2 Lumped Stray capacitance 1060 pf
Ro Burden resistance 103997 Q.
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2.1 STEADY STATE ANALYSIS
As shown in Chapter 1, the linear circuit in Figure 1.1 can be further simplified
as shown in Figure 1.2. All the components are referred to the intermediate voltage
level and capacitors Cs and Cb are group together to form a Thevenin equivalent
voltage source. Refer to Figure 1.2,
• The resistor R is the total resistance of the primary, core and winding resistance.
R = Rp + Re + Rw = 1050 + 2000 + 239 = 3289 ohms.
• The capacitor C is the total capacitance of the base and stack.
C = Cb + Cs = 0.084e-06 + 2000e-12 = 86 nF.
• The inductor L is the total inductance of primary leakage inductance, tuning
inductance and secondary inductance.
L = Ll + La + L2 = 79.832e-03 + 1.056 + 0.168e-03 = 1.136 H.
Using Figure 2.1, the output and input voltage ratio can be calculated. The impedance
Zl, Z2 or Z3 represents the combination of resistance, capacitance and inductance in
series or in parallel, where,
Zl = (1/jcoC) + jwL + R (2.1)
Z2 = GttLm) // (l/jwC2) (2.2)
Z3 = Ro.... (2.3)
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Vo
Figure 2.1: Simplified equivalent circuit.
Figure 2.1 can be further simplified as shown in Figure 2.2. The impedance Z4
represents the combination of Z2 and Z3 in parallel. The output voltage Vo therefore
can be written as:
Vo = iTZ4 (2.4)
According to Ohm's Law, the total current ij can be written as:
iT = Vi/(Z1+Z4) (2.5)
By substituting Equation 2.4 into Equation 2.5, the output to input voltage ratio,
referred to as H(co) can be found:
H(co)=^=^ Z4_..,.(2.6)
Vi Z1 + Z4
where,
Zl =(l/jcoC)+j©L + R
Z4 = Z2 // Z3 = GcoLm) // (l/jcoC2) // Ro




Vi a, es Z4 Vo
Figure 2.2: Further simplified circuit
MATLAB program was used to calculate H(co) in frequency domain. The codes
written in MATLAB are attached in Appendix A. By using the circuit parameters in
Table 1, the bode diagram for H(co) is created, shown in Figure 2.3. From Figure 2.3,
the gain at 50 Hz is equal to 0 dB. Which is H(co) at 50 Hz is equal to 1. Figure 2.4
shows the phase shift of H(co). At 50 Hz, the phase shift is equal to 10 degree. Hence,
using Equation 2.6, the output secondary voltage under steady state condition
therefore is given by:
Vo = H(») x Es sin (cot - 9) (2.7)
At f=50 Hz, Vo is equal to Es sin (cot - 10°).
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Figure 2.3: H(co) Bode diagram (Amplitude in dB)
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Figure 2.4: H(oi) Bode diagram (Phase shift)




H(co) is a continuous complex frequency function and therefore can be written as
real and imaginary parts of the frequency function. Figure 2.5 (a) illustrates the real
part of the complex frequency. Figure 2.5 (b) shows remaining samples of frequency
function. The gain at 50 Hz is approximately 0.9, based on Figure 2.5 (a).
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Figure 2.5: Real part of the H((o)
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The imaginary part of the complex frequency is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The
imaginary part of the frequency at 50 Hz is approximately 0.2.
a)
0.6
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Figure 2.6: Imaginary part of H(<o)
To examine the transient CVT under various conditions, the ratio of the output
and input voltage in discrete time domain is required. This is achieved by using
inverse Fourier transforms method. Figure 2.7 shown the results of steady state
analysis in discrete time domain (see Appendix A for MATLAB programming).
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Figure 2.7: Time function graph
2.2 FERRORESONANCE SUPPRESION CIRCUIT
80 90 100
Sometime phenomena known as ferroresonance can be occurred in the CVT.
Ferroresonance is a complicated non-linear electrical phenomenon, which can lead to
transformer voltages being several times higher than the normal ratings.
Ferroresonance, whichcauses overcurrent or overvoltage, occurs due to the change of
operating point in the circuit, which composes of ac voltage source, capacitor and a
saturable inductor. The change of operating point can occur due to the variation of the
capacitance, the supply voltage and the operating frequency. In practice, the short-
circuit on the secondary side of the transformer and the open circuiting of the fuse can
cause ferroresonance in the capacitor voltage transformer, which results in the
damage of the equipment.
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A ferroresonance suppression circuit is designed to prevent sub-synchronous \
oscillations due to saturation of the core of a step-down transformer during ,
overvoltage conditions. Generally, the ferroresonance circuit loads a CVT and creates '
an extra path (apart from the burden) for dissipating energy. Therefore, the damping
circuit has significant impact of the characteristic of the CVT transients. Figure 2.8
shows the basic circuit of the CVT with ferroresonance circuit. Figure 2.9 shows the
simplified circuit for the equivalent circuit illustrated in Figure 2.8.
As the circuit has a non-linear transient characteristic, three methods of damping
are introduced to stabilise the ferroresonance phenomena. They are:
• Permanently connected resistive burden.
• Permanently connected tuned circuits.
Switched damping circuits.











Figure 2.8: Outline diagram of a capacitor voltage transformer with
Ferroresonance suppression circuit.
Descriptions:
Cs : Stack capacitance
Cb : Base capacitance
La : Tuning inductance
Ll : Primary Leakage inductance
Re : Equivalent Core resistance
Rw : Windingresistance
Rp : Primary resistance
R2 : Secondary resistance
L2 : Secondary inductance
Ro : Burden resistance
t-rn : V. T. Magnetising inductance
Rm : V. T Magnetising resistance
C2 : Lumped Stray capacitance
Rf : Suppression resistance
Lf : Suppression inductance
Cf : Suppression capacitance
Ul . : Primary voltage
U2 : Secondary voltage
T : Transformer







Figure 2.9: Simplified model of a CVT from Figure 2.8.
Descriptions:
C : Sum ofthe stack capacitances
L : Equivalent inductance
R : Equivalent resistance
Z : Load
f : Subscriptfor parameters oftheferroresonance circuit
Ro Vo
2.2.1 Mathematical analysis.
Table 2 shows parameters of the active ferroresonance components in the CVT
circuit diagram shown in Figure 2.9.
Table 2: Component values of ferroresonance circuit.
COMPONENT VALUE
Suppression Capacitance, Cf 0.285 nF
Suppression Inductance, Lf 315.3 H
Suppression Resistance, Rf 77379 Q
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Using Figure 2.10, the output and input voltage ratio can be calculated. Equation 2.1
and 2.2 were used to calculate Zl and Z2. Whereas Equation 2.8 and 2.9 were used
for the calculation of Z3 and Z4.
Vi
Z3 = Rf + [(j(oLf)//(l/jcoCf)] (2.8)
Z4 = Ro (2.9)
Vo
Figure 2.10: Equivalent circuit impedance representation
Figure 2.10 can be further simplified as shown in Figure 2.11. The impedance Z5
represents the combination of Z2 Z3 and Z4 in parallel. The output voltage Vo
therefore can be written as:
Vo = iTZ5 (2.10)
Using Ohm's Law, the total current iT can be written as:
iT = Vi/(Z1+Z5) (2.11)
The output and input voltage ratio, H(co), can be written as:
Vo Z5H(a>) =
Vi Zl + Z5
where,
Zl(represent the primary impedance) = (l/jcoC) + jooL + R
.(2.12)
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Z5 = Z2 // Z3 // Z4
Zl
it
Vi a, Es Z5 Vo
Figure 2.11: Further simplified circuit
Considering all above equations and using MATLAB programming (attached in
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Figure 2.12: H(o) Bode diagram (Amplitude in dB)




Figure 2.13 shows the phase shift of H(co). At 50 Hz, the phase shift is equal to
42 degree. Hence, using Equation 2.7, the voltage output with ferroresonance circuit
at 50 Hz is equal to
























Figure 2.13: H(o>) Bode diagram (Phase shift)
10
Similar principle and explanation as insection 2.1, H(co) is a continuous complex
frequency function and therefore can be written as real and imaginary parts of the
frequency function. Figure 2.14 (a) illustrates the real part of the complex frequency.
Figure 2.14 (b) shows remaining samples of frequency function. The gain at 50 Hz is
approximately 1, based on Figure 2.14 (a).
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Figure 2.14: Real part of the H((o)
The imaginary part of the complex frequency is illustrated in Figure 2.15. The
imaginary part of the frequency at 50 Hz is approximately 0. Figure 2.16 shown the
results of CVT with ferroresonance analysis in discrete time domain (see Appendix A
for MATLAB programming).
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VOLTAGE RESPONSE.
3.0 INTRODUCTION TO PSCAD/EMTDC
PSCAD/EMTDC and MATLAB v.5.3 simulation package was used for this
project. PSCAD/EMTDC stands for Power System Computer Aided Design/Electro-
Magnetic Transient of high voltage Direct Current converters and controls. It was
developed for studying HVDC systems and performs the electromagnetic transient
analysis on the user defined power system. It is used for examining the effect on
complex circuits of over voltages and issues related to insulation co-ordination,
current and voltage harmonics, surge arrester studies and the effectiveness of control
and protection equipment. (~ §
S £-<
.-J O-i
w oPSCAD is a family of tools designed to help simulate power systems. S°
Combination with EMTDC, i.e. PSCAD is the Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the
EMTDC, these two software packages are referred as 'PSCAD/EMTDC. The
following are list of summary of the studies that can be conducted with £«
PSCAD/EMTDC:- |
• Designing power electronic systems and controls.
• Insulation co-ordination of AC and DC equipment.
• Sub synchronous oscillations, their damping and resonance.
• Incorporate the capabilities of MATLAB/Simulink directly into
PSCAD/EMTDC.
• Power quality analysis and improvement.
• Effects of DC currents and geomagnetically induced currents on power
systems, inrush effects and ferroresonace.







3.1 CONFIGURATION OF THE POWER SYSTEM
The power system used for the simulation in PSCAD/EMTDC is a typical 400
kV transmission line of 100 km length connected to various sources at the local and
remote ends as shown in Figure 3.0. The fault was initiated at different distance, i.e.
20 km, 50 km, 80 km, from the S-end busbar. The sending end has a short circuit
level of 10000 MVA and an X/R ratio of 30. The short circuit level of the remote end
is 5000 MVA with an X/R ratio of 25.
3.2 TYPE OF FAULTS SIMULATED
This power systemconfigurations was then used in the following fault study.
a) Phase to ground fault.
b) Phase to phase fault.
c) Impedance fault.
d) Phase angle fault.
The above fault conditions were initiated at different location of distance, i.e. 20 km,
50 km and 80 km of the transmission line.
The results of voltage signal obtained from this simulated protection are recorded.
By using MATLAB program (attached in Appendix B), those data obtained were
then convoluted with the impulse obtained from Chapter 2.
























































Figure 3.0 (b): PSCAD/EMTDC model for 100 km transmission line.
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3.3 ANALYSIS
Analysis was observed by two conditions of circuit. It is with the suppressing
circuit and without the suppressing circuit.
3.3.1 Phase A to groundfault.
The fault was applied at 0.1 second. The fault resistance is 0 ft.
3.3.1.1 With the Suppressing circuit disconnected.
Figure 3.1 shows the response of voltage for a fault located 20 km away from S-
end busbar, before convolution, i.e. response for ideal voltage transformer, and after
convolution, i.e. response for CVT. The dotted line graph represents the response
before convolution and the bold graphrepresents the response after convolution. As
seen from the figure, the CVT transient response oscillates at around four to five
cycles and reaches the magnitude of up to 20% of the nominal voltage. Generally,
the CVT generate transients from the energy stored in the stack capacitors and the
tuning reactor [7]. In other word we can say that the transients are basically
controlled by the parameters of the CVT itself. Due to that reason we can see the
different of transient between ideal and CVT response shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
(C1+C2) L
Ro
Figure 3.2: Simple CVT equivalent circuit.
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However, there is a phase angle difference between the responses before and
after the convolution. This is due to the error which exists in the transformer itself.
Normally, the core of the intermediate transformer is usually operated at a low flux
density at normal voltages resulting in difficulty to maintain the required accuracy
at voltages above the nominal value. Let we consider the Thevenin equivalent
circuit of the capacitive divider is shown in Figure 3.2. The Thevenin voltage is
given by
Eth =Epri C1 (3.0)
C1 + C2
The Thevenin source impedance is capacitive, CI + C2. If the primary and
secondary currents in the transformer are Ii and I2 respectively, therefore
E2 = ETH - Ii O^L +(l/jo(Cl+C2))) (3.1)
Thus from Equation 3.1 it is clear that the secondary voltage will have a phase angle
difference.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the response for faults located at 50 km and 80 km
from S-end busbar respectively. The further the fault is, the maximum amplitude of
the voltage after the fault increases. The oscillation period also increases. Figure 3.5
is used as a reference to explain this.





Figure 3.3: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault






Figure 3.4: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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Fault
Figure 3.5: Ground fault through a resistance in a
single phase circuit.
Let Zt represents the impedance of the transmission line, Zr and Zs represent the
impedances of sources Er and Es respectively and Ex is the voltage at the relay
terminal. The current at the relay terminal is indicated as Ix. If the fault current is
If=(Is+Ir), the voltage at the relay location therefore is givenby:
Ex = kZtlx + RIf (3.2)
where k is the fractional distance to the fault and R is resistance in the fault path,
which is normally very small (in this simulation R is equal to 0 ft). The further the
location of the fault, Zt will also increase. Therefore from Equation 3.2, it shown
that Ex will increase when Zt increases. An increase in Zt will also effect the
oscillation of transient (compare Figure 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4). It is because the series
capacitive and inductive reactances are high in relation to the load impedance
(referred to the intermediate voltage), particularly when power factor correcting
capacitors which are employed to tune inductive load, are prone to exhibit
oscillations in the secondary voltage when the primary voltage changes rapidly.
Therefore increasing Zt, will result in a longer transient period.
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3.3.1.2 With the Suppressing circuit connected.
Figure3.6 shows the voltage response for a fault located 20 km away from S-end
busbar with the suppressing circuit connected. When compared with Figure 3.1, the
CVT transients lasts for up to two cycles and the magnitude is increased. It is
because the series reactance in the intermediate voltage circuits, through which the
exciting current, i.e. current flowing through suppressing circuit, is normally
capacitive. Therefore any increase in exciting current with relative to the input
voltage results in magnitude error and phase angle. In other word we can say that
the shape and parameters of the ferroresonance suppression circuits is one of the
factor that controls the transient behaviour.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the response for fault located at 50 km and 80 km
away from S-end busbar. In general, the purpose of the suppressing circuit is to
damp out both the subharmonic and high frequency oscillations. Therefore, when
comparing Figures 3.7 and 3.8 with Figures 3.3 and 3.4, it can be observed that the
subharmonic oscillation is reduced considerably.
3.3.2 Phase to phase fault.
The time to apply fault is set to 0.1 second. The fault resistance is 0 ft.
3.3.2.1 With the Suppressing circuit disconnected.
Figure 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate the response for phase A-B fault and A-C fault
respectively. It can be seen that the voltage when the fault occurred at 100ms is
different for both figures. It is due to the different phase between the three phases,
i.e. A, B and C.
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Figure 3.6: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.7: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.8: Voltage response for phase to ground fault. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.9: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
180 200 220
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Figure 3.10: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
180 200 220
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the voltage response when a fault occurred 50 km
from the S-end on faulted phases A-B and phases A-C respectively. Figures 3.13
and 3.14 show the response of voltage when a fault occurred 80 km away from S-
endbusbar for fault phase A-B and phase A-C respectively. The further the location
of the fault, the noise becomes worst. This noise exists because of distributed
parameter line model, which the noise is related to travelling waves propagating
down line.











Figure 3.11: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.12: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.13: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault




Figure 3.14: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.






3.3.2.2 With the Suppressing circuit connected.
Figures 3.15 to 3.20 illustrate the response of voltagewith the suppressing circuit
connected. When compared with Figures 3.9 to 3.14 it is observed that by
connecting the suppressing circuit, the magnitude of the voltages during fault
initialisation increases. This due to the shape and parameters of the ferroresonance
suppression circuit as explained in section 3.3.1.2.
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Figure 3.15: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.












Figure 3.16: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault





Figure 3.17: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.








Figure 3.18: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.19: Voltage response for phase A-B fault. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.20: Voltage response for phase A-C fault. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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3.3.3 Phase angle fault.
This section examines the response of voltage signal when fault was initiated at
zero voltage, i.e. angle is equal 0°, at voltage maximum, i.e. angle is 90° and at mid
voltage, i.e. angle is 45°. For this, the fault was applied at 0.1005s, 0.105s and
0.102s respectively. Generally in a power system, the most common type of fault is
the phase-to-ground fault. Thus, the latter type of fault will be used in order to
simulate those phase angle faults mentioned above. The fault was applied at 20 km,
50 km and 80 km away from S-end busbar.
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3.3.3.1 With the Suppressing circuit disconnected.
(a) Zero voltage: angle is equal to 0°.
Figures 3.21 to 3.23 show the response of fault located at 20 km, 50 km and 80
km away from S-end busbar respectively. As seen from the Figure 3.21, the CVT
transient can last for up to three cycles and reach the magnitude up 10%-20% of
nominal voltage. As the fault location increases, the inductance of the line
increasing too. Hence, as seen in Figures 3.22 and 3.23, the transient lasts more than
six cycles.
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time [ms]
Figure 3.21: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.22: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.23: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
180 200





(b) Voltage maximum: angle is equal to 90 .
Figures 3.24 to 3.26 show the response of voltage when fault was applied at
voltage maximum. Fewer cycles were required to reach steady state when compared
with fault occurring at zero voltage. The CVT transient also decreases gradually
compared with fault occurring at zero voltage. When comparing the CVT transient
in Figure 3.24 and 3.21, it can be seen that the magnitude of voltage immediately
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Figure 3.24: Fault at maximum voltage, i.e. angle 90 . Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.25: Fault at maximum voltage, i.e. angle 90 . Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.26: Fault atmaximum voltage, i.e. angle 90 . Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.





(c) Mid voltage: angle is equal to 45°.
Figures 3.27 to 3.29 show the voltage response when fault was applied at mid
voltage. It can be seen that it will take more cycles before reaching steady state
when compared with fault occurring at maximum voltage. The point on wave when
a fault occurs is another factor which determines the transient.
140 160
time [ms]
Figure 3.27: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45". Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.







Figure 3.28: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45u. Fault




Figure 3.29: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45°. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.





3.3.3.2 With the Suppressing circuit connected.
(a) Zero voltage: angle is equal to 0°.
As shown in Figures 3.30 to 3.32, the CVT transient is of a larger magnitude but
shorter duration as compared with transient without the suppressing circuit. It can
be seen that the oscillation of transient decreases and the magnitude increases
compared with the results obtained in section 3.3.3.1 (a). This due to the shape and
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Figure 3.30: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
220






Figure 3.31: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault





Figure 3.32: Fault at zero voltage, i.e. angle 0°. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.





(b) Voltage maximum: angle is equal to 90°.
The voltage responses are shown in Figures 3.33 to 3.35. By introducing the
suppressing circuit, the oscillation of transient reduces and magnitude increases for




Figure 3.33: Fault at maximum voltage, i.e. angle 90°. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.34: Fault at maximum voltage, i.e. angle 90°. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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time [ms]
Figure 3.35: Fault at maximum voltage, i.e. angle 90°. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
180 200





(c) Mid voltage: angle is equal to 45°.
Figures 3.36 to 3.38 show the voltage response when fault was applied at mid
voltage. The oscillation of transient is reduced and the magnitude is increased for




Figure 3.36: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45°. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.








Figure 3.37: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45°. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.38: Fault at mid voltage, i.e. angle 45°. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.






Two values of ground fault resistance, 200 ft and 50 ft is used. The fault was
applied at 0.1 second.
3.3.4.1 With the Suppressing circuit disconnected.
Figures 3.39 and 3.40 show the voltage response for 200 ft and 50 ft fault
resistance respectively. It can be observed that as the fault resistance is increased,
the amplitude of voltage after the fault occurred is increases too. Figure 3.5 in
section 3.3.1.1 is used as a reference. Increasing R will affect Ex. Therefore it can
be seen that the amplitude of the voltage after the fault occurred, Figure 3.39, is










Figure 3.39: Voltage response for impedance fault, 200Q. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.40: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50Q. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
Figures 3.41 and 3.42 show the response of voltage signal for fault located at 50
km away from S-end busbar while Figures 3.43 and 3.44 show the response of
voltage signal for fault at 80 km away from S-end busbar. It can be seen that as the
fault resistance is increased, the amplitude of transient is increases as well.
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Figure 3.41: Voltage response for impedance fault, 200ft. Fault







Figure 3.42: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50ft. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.43: Voltage response for impedance fault, 200ft. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.44: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50ft. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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3.3.4.2 With the Suppressing circuit connected.
The amplitude of CVT transient increases when compared with response without
the suppressing circuit as shown in Figures 3.45to 3.50. This due to the shape and
parameters of the ferroresonance suppression circuit as explained in section 3.3.1.2.
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time [ms]
Figure 3.45: Voltage response for impedance fault. 200ft. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.







Figure 3.46: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50ft. Fault
location at 20 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.47: Voltage response for impedance fault, 200ft. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.










Figure 3.48: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50ft. Fault
location at 50 km from S-end busbar.
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Figure 3.49: Voltage response for impedance fault, 200ft. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.










Figure 3.50: Voltage response for impedance fault, 50ft. Fault
location at 80 km from S-end busbar.
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4.0 THE TEST BENCH
CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL
As mentioned in Chapter 1, to evaluate the effect on the performance of a Distance
relay of a CVT, a test bench needs to be set up. The test bench comprises the
following instruments:-
a) OMICRON CMC 56 Test Set.
b) OPTHIMO LFZP 111 Distance Relay.
c) Stabilised dcpower supply to the distance relay at 48 Volts.
d) IBM-compatible PC with DOS or recently, Windows Operating System.
The software has been used in this project is CMC SW version 2.53. It has a
hierarchical structure. It was designed in a tree-structure. Selecting a menu item
indicated on a menu line allows us to
• move to another menu,
• execute an instruction, or
• move to a corresponding mask field.
The connection network ofthe test bench is illustrated in Figure 4.1.














3x I Trip out
Stabilised DC
Power supply
Figure 4.0: Connection network diagram of the test bench.
Test Set CMC 56
4.1 OMICRON CMC 56 Test Set.
OMICRON electronics is an international company that develops, manufactures,
and markets state of the art test equipment for advanced testing of power system
protection and measurement devices. The integration of lightweight and reliable
hardware with flexible and user-friendly software is referred to as the OMICRON
CMC Test Universe.
The CMC test system sets a new standard for versatility, accuracy, easy use and
lightweight for the testing of power system protection and measuring devices. There
are several types of CMC, e.g. CMC 56, CMC 156, CMC 156 EP, CMC 256-6 EP
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and CMC 151. Type of CMC is used in this project is CMC 56, shown in Figure 4.1.
WhileFigure 4.2 shows the front panel terminals of the unit.
Figure 4.1: CMC 56 test set.
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(7) Current and voltage group socket (parallel tothe
individual conenctions)
(?) Voltage connection Ou, Ui2. Uu
(3) Current connection/(_,,/L2./l3
(4) Connection of the twointernal potential-tree con-
tacts(5) Measuringcomponent groupsocket
20-pole combination socket for the following connec
tions (parallel to the individual connections)
- Current measurement input
- Voltage measurememt inputs
- 10 contact inputs
- 2 outputs of internal isolated contacts
(6) Analog current andvoltage measurement inputs
(?) Inputs 1to8
Figure 4.2: Front panel.
The CMC 56 test set is three-phase and software controlled. It is available to test
Distance protection, overcurrent protection and differential protection equipment as
well as monitoring relays, synchronising devices and measuring transducers. Steady
state and dynamic tests, automatic program sequences and the playback of transient
signals can all be performed from one uniform system in the CMC 56. The complete
set of the CMC 56 test set is integration of the following items:
a) PC with DOS or Windows operating system.
b) Three-phase test unit in desktop design, incorporating current and voltage
amplifiers, measurement sections and control electronics.
c) Software.
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The operating software on a personal computer performs all control tasks and data
acquisition, processing and recording of test results. The data exchange between the
CMC and the PC is established via the parallel printer port available on every
standard PC. The technical data of CMC 56 is attached in the Appendix C.
4.1.1 The software.
A mentioned in section 4.0, the version of CMC software has been used in this
project is 2.53. This software offer the following advantages:
• User-friendly operation through a menu-driven user interface, mouse support and
on-line help.
• Clear presentation* of relevant data in graphical and tabular form
• Real time communication with the hardware, measured results are displayed on
line.
• No programming knowledge is required.
• No need for test files.
• Results are available in graphical and/or tabular form. Output options: printer, file
or external analysis programs.
• Easy generation of key-macros.
4.2 OPTIMHO LFZP 111
The OPTIMHO LFZP 111, shown in Figure 4.3, is the model of Distance
protection relay used in this project. It is full scheme static distance protection relay,
in use for the main and backup protection of overhead (O/H) transmission, sub-
transmission and distribution systems against phase and ground faults. This relay has
the following characteristics:
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« Voltage transformer supervision (VTS).
• Three independent zones with 18 measuring elements, one pair each for
ground and phase faults for each zone.
• Optional fault locator with instrumentation.
• Selectable quadrilateral earth fault characteristic.
• Single or three phase tripping.
• Power swing blocking (PSB).
• Options of sensitive directional earth fault element with scheme options
(DEF).
• Front panel is user interface, shown in Figure 4.4, for manual access to relay
settings and fault records and has provision for remote communication via a,
modem.
• Available to store up to 8 independent groups of settings.
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Figure 4.3: OPTIMHO LFZP 111.
4.2.1 Settings
The setting options allow the user to select functions to suit each application.
However, the available options depend on the model of OPTIMHO. But usually
include:
• Scheme type.
• Which distance zones are enabled (up to 5 zones).
• Whether ground fault time delayed zones are enabled.
• Direction of reach-stepped zones or of Zone 3.
• Whether start indications are required for remote faults which do not result in a
trip.
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Eight independent groups of settings which are stored in the relay memory and
are selectable from the menu.
In this experiment following setting has been set up:
• Zone 1, Zone 2 and Zone 3 are enabled.
• Distance characteristic is self-polarised mho.
4.2.2 Integral User Interface.
Figure 4.4 shows the user interface on front panel of OPTIMHO. All relay settings
and records are accessible from this integral user interface. The records can be
obtained by pressing READ button. After the indications have been read, pressing
RESET button can clear them. The cursor and SET buttons are used for selection of
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Figure 4.4: User interface on front panel.
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The menu holds an extensive range of options, including:
• Viewing records of the LCD indications from the last four faults.
• Printing records or settings on a portable printer plugged into the parallel test
socket.
• Entering a relay identification code for use on printouts.
• Comprehensive test options such as:
• Blocking output contacts.
• On load directional testing.
• Monitoring test points on the parallel socket.
• Closing selected output contacts for testing purposes.
• Setting up the baud rate and protocol for the serial communications.
4.2.3 Relay Setting Calculations.
In this project the forward and reversezone settings are calculated as below:
Line impedances.
Positive sequence impedance =Zu = 0.4216Z85.220 (see Appendix D).
Zero sequence impedance = ZLo = 1.2068Z750 (see Appendix D).
C.T. ratio = 1200/1
V.T. ratio = 400,000/110 (for the OPTIMHO V.T. ratio is
3635/1)
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Therefore secondary to primary impedance ratio is equal to
C.T. ratio/V.T. ratio = 0.33
Length of line = 100 km
Zone 1 Reach Setting.
Zone 1 is set to 80% of protected line:
Zone 1 (secondary) = 0.8 x 100 x 0.4216Z85.220 x 0.33
= 11.129Z85.22°ohms.
For the OPTIMHO setting:
Zone 1 =KZphxKZlx5/In
KZph setting range is from 0.040 to 1.0 in steps of 0.001 (refer to Appendix E). To
obtain maximum relay sensitivity KZph should be set as high as possible as the
current setting of the relay current level detector is inversely proportional to it.
Therefore let KZph is equal to 1.0. From the equation by OPTIMHO above, KZ1
therefore equal to 2.22.
The relay characteristics angle, 8ph, has setting range of 50° to 85° in steps of5° (refer
to Appendix E). Hence 6ph = 85°. Therefore the actual zone 1 settings for the
OPTIMHO is 11.1Z85° ohms.
Zone 2 Reach Setting.
Zone 2 is set to 120% of protected line:
Zone 2 (secondary) = 1.2 x 100 x 0.4216Z85.220 x 0.33
= 16.695Z85.22°ohms.
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For the OPTIMHO setting:
Zone 2 = KZph x KZ2 x 5 / In
Same as zone 1 setting,
KZph =1.0.
Therefore KZ2 is equal to 3.34.
Actual zone 2 settings for the OPTIMHO is 16.7Z850 ohms.
Zone 3 Reach Setting.
Zone 3 (secondary) = 1.2 x (2 x 100) x 0.4216Z85.220 x 0.33
= 33.391Z85.22°ohms.
For the OPTIMHO setting:
Zone 3 = KZph x KZ3 x 5 / In
Same as zone 1 setting,
KZph =1.0.
Therefore KZ3 is equal to 6.68.
Actual zone 3 settings for the OPTIMHO is 33.4Z850ohms.
Zone 3 Reverse Reach Setting.
Zone 3 (secondary) = 0.2 x (2 x 100) x 0.4216Z85.220 x 0.33
= 2.783Z85.220 ohms.
For the OPTIMHO setting:
Z3'=KZphxKZ3'x5/In
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Same as zone 1 setting,
KZph =1.0.
Therefore KZ3' is equal to 0.459. Possible settings for the reverse zone 3 multiplier
factor has arrange of 0.2 to 49.9 in steps of 0.1 (refer to AppendixE). Hence,
KZ3' is equal to 0.6.
Actual reverse zone 3 settings for the OPTIMHO is 3.0Z850 ohms.
Earth Fault Residual Compensation.
Residual compensation factor, KN = (ZLo -Zu) / (3 x ZLi)
= 0.6427Z-15.62°
Residual CompensationSetting, KZN= KN x KZph
= 0.6427Z69.60
The setting range for KZN is from 0 to 1.36 in steps of 0.001. Therefore KZN is
equal to 0.64Z700.
4.3 RELAY TESTS
To test the relay using the transient voltage andcurrent signals obtained in Chapter
3, the menu option Transient is selected. This program section permits the reading,
editing and outputting of signals of anywave shape, i.e. voltages and currents. Under
this option transient faults from various simulation software can be replayed by the
CMC 56 test device and fed to the relay to determine the relay response to these
faults. The format that is available in this option is OMICRON format (TRF) or
COMTRADE format (CFG).
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In order to apply the transient fault signals obtained in Chapter 3 into the CMC 56
test device, PSCAD/EMTDC is used. In PSCAD/EMTDC the transient fault signals
were recorded using 'real-time playback (rtp) recorder' component that available in
the main library of the transient simulator. The rtp recorder can record analogue
transient signals in digital formats of RTP, COMTRADE 91 and COMTRADE 97.
The OMICRON software v2.53 supports COMTRADE 91.
4.3.1 Testing and results.
Table 3 show the test results for single phase fault with the CVT. Table 4 show the
test results for single phase fault without the CVT. The report for all test results is
shown in Appendix F. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the graphical presentation of the
data for single phase to ground fault in Table 3 and 4 respectively.
Table 3: Relay response for single phase to ground fault with CVT.


















120 2 2 450
150 3 2 450
160 3 2 436
180 3 3 801
200 3 3 737
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Table 4: Relay response for single phase to ground fault without CVT.


















120 2 2 420
150 3 2 414
160 3 2 412
180 3 3 784
200 3 3 756
0 50 100 150
Fault Location (km)
Figure 4.5: Single phase to ground fault with CVT
















0 50 100 150
Fault Location (km)
Figure 4.6: Single phase to ground fault without CVT.
200 250
From Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show slight differences between the operating time of the
distance relay with and without CVT. Especially when fault occurred at 10 km of the
line. This is due to the transients generated by CVT itself. For example, lets take an
example given in [12] as a reference. The 50 Hz voltage signal carrying the
information as to the fault location is buried beneath the CVT noise for a long time. If
the faults occurred at 75% at reach, the relay must set apart the voltage of 3% x 0.75
=2.2% of the nominal (tripping) and 3% of the nominal (blocking). The difference of
0.8% of the nominal must be sensed in the situation when the noise assumes the level
of 30% of the nominal. Normally a relay would not trip until the CVT transients die
out and 50 Hz signal emerges from beneath the noise. As stated in [12], albeit phasor
estimators with short data windows are used it will not improve the situation.
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However it is not influenced at all the performance of the distance relay. We can
see that the average of the operating time of the zone 1 (0-100%) with CVT is around
42 ms and without CVT is around 36 ms for single phase to ground fault. The zone 2
for both, i.e. with and without CVT, tripping for the single phase to ground fault
occurred at 120% of the length which is equal to 120 km of the line. The zone 3 for
both, i.e. with and without CVT, tripping for the single phase to ground fault occurred
at 180% of the length which is equal to 180 km. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show the
differences between zones reach of nominal and experiment results. It can be seen
that there are extended zones reach for experiment results compared with nominal
zones reach. It most probably due to the noise contributed by distributed parameter
line model.
100 km 100 km
80% of the line
-•Zl
120% of the line
-•Z2
150% of the line
-•Z3
Figure 4.7: Nominal zones reach diagram.










100% of the line
160% of the line
p.—
180% of the line
p>
Figure 4.8: Experiment zones reach diagram.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
Representing the CVT by an equivalent circuit and using the method of inverse
Fourier transform to examine the transient generated by CVT is a very effective and
efficient way to assess the performance of distance relay.
All the results obtained in Chapter 3 support the conclusion that the CVT
transients basically controlled by the following factors:
• Sum of the stack capacitances.
The higher the sum of the stack capacitances, the lower the magnitude of the
transients. Therefore, judging only from the magnitude of the CVT transient, one
should recommend CVTs with higher sum of the stack capacitances to be used to
feed distance relays with the voltage signals.
• Shape and parameters of the ferroresonance suppression circuits.
By introducing suppressing circuit, we can see that the magnitude of the transient
of the CVT transient is increased. The transient also take extra cycles to reach steady
state. It is because the suppressing circuit loads a CVT and creates an extra path for
the dissipating energy. Therefore, the suppressing circuithas significant impact on the
characteristic of the CVT transients.
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• Point on wave when fault occurs.
The most severe transients are generated when a fault occurs at the zero crossing
of the voltage. The accumulated energy is then at its maximum resulting in larger
magnitudes of the transient components. The least severe transient occurs during
faults initiated at the maximum wave point.
From results obtained in Chapter 4, we can conclude that the CVT transients
influence the speed of the relay. It will slow down the relay for in zone faults as the
fault location increases. However the results obtained in Chapter 4 are not quite
consistent as we can see in Table 3 and 4. It will be more interesting if various type of
faults such as phase to phase, phase to phase to ground and three phase to ground
were applied in the experiment. Therefore from the results we can observe and
analyse more information about the performance of the distance relay affected by
CVT transients is required.
5.1 Future work.
Another factor that can be used to control the CVT transient is the total load of the
CVT. It is possible to modify the total load of the CVT so as to avoid a transient
voltage of a frequency or an amplitude particularly ill adapted to a given type of
relay. Therefore in the future try to investigate the performances of the relays by
modifying the total load of the CVT.
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APPENDIX A
%******************CVT without ferroresonance cct.***********
global Rl R2 Ll Lm CI C2 f w Zl Z2 H Rf If RR II HH ht hht
%************************************^
%Value of CVT's components simplified circuit
Rl=3289;
R2=l.03997e+5; ^represent load resistance(Ro)
Cl=86e-9; ^represent the total capacitance(C)
C2=1.06e-9;














title ('Real part of H(w) function') ,-grid
subplot(2,1,2),plot(f,RR);xlabel('freq')







title('Imaginary part of H(w) function')
subplot(2,1,2),plot(f,11);xlabel('freq')















semilogx(f,20*logl0(angle(H) ) ) ;
grid








xlabel (•n1 );ylabel ('Amplitude' ) ,-
print -dmeta;
%*************CVT with ferroresonance cct.*******************
global Rl R2 Rf Ll Lm Lf CI C2 Cf f w Zl Za Zb Zc Z2 H Rw Iw
RR II HH ht hht
%***•*********************************************************
%Value of CVT's components simplified circuit
Rl=3289;
R2=1.03997e+5; ^represent load resistance(Ro)
Rf=77379;
Cl=86e-9; ^represent the total capacitance(C)
C2=1.06e-9;
Cf=0.285e-9;





Zl =Rl +i*(w*Ll-l./(w*Cl) );
Za=Rf+(i*w*Lf) ./(1-w.A2*Lf*Cf) ;













title ('Real part of H(w) function') ,-grid
subplot (2, 1,2) ,plot.(f,RR) ;xlabel ('freq' )






subplot (2,1,1) ,plot (f, Iw) ,- xlabel ('freq ')
title('Imaginary part of H(w) function')
subplot(2,1,2),plot(f,11);xlabel('freq')
























%****************CyT without ferroresonance cct.***********
%Value of CVT's components simplified circuit
Rl=3289;
R2=l.03997e+5; %represent load resistance(Ro)
Cl=86e-9; ^represent the total capacitance(C)
C2=1.06e-9;































%**************CVT with ferroresonance cct.****************
%Value of CVT's components simplified circuit
Rl=3289;
R2=l.03997e+5; %represent load resistance(Ro)
Rf=77379;
Cl=86e-9; Irepresent the total capacitance(C)
C2=1.06e-9;
Cf=0.285e-9;


















plot (tl,v, 'r-- ') ,-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TECHNICAL DATA FOR OMICRON CMC 56 TEST SET
Throe-phase portable test set 7VP151 (Omicron CMC 56)














































1) For higher Current o-power requirements theaddition ofavoltage amplifier .spossible (e.g. 7VP153)
Zl Typical values apply over2i hours andwithm 23*C ± 1"Cat ratedoutput powe:
G-iaranteed va! jes apofy over1yearandwithin 23 "C ± *. *C ot ratedoutputpower
3) THD + N: Values at 1Oto 70 Hz and 20 kHz bandwidth.
Smmens R2.13 • 1994
Test equipment
AC230 V(optional 115V). ± 1G%, sinnie
phase
<5O0VA
45 to 65 Hz
3x?3VA"
continuojs from 0 to 10.3 Afr.a
500 nA
typ. 0.01 % error (guaranteed: <0.1 %>*•
typ. 0.025 % (guaranteed: <0.07 <*)*
3 x 30 VA[optional: 1 x 100 VA. 2* 10VA)
continuous from 0 to 125 V_—_
{optional:0 to 250 V,^,>
G mV (optional: 12 mV)
typ. 0.025 % error (guaranteed: <0.i %fl
typ. 0.015 % (guaranteed: <0.05 %)31
10 to 1000 Hz
0 TO3.1 kHz
5 nHz
1 ppm (0 to 50 *C, 1 yeaO
-360 to +360'
0.OO1"
typ. 0.02" [guaranteed: 0.1't71
AC250V/1 A.DC30V/1 A
via operational software
10 (8 accessible via banana sockets)
100 us
Switching of a poteniiahfree contact or
connection of a DC voltage up to 250 V.
Threshold value configurable.
0 to zt20 mA
Error typ. 0.01 % (guaranteed: < 0 05%$
oto —10 V
Error typ 0.01% (guaranteed: <0.05%l2>
15 kg




POSITIVE AND ZERO SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE CALCULATION.
Bergeron Model Options
Travel Time Interpolation: On
Mid-SpanSag:~k——
i
10 [m) for Conductors













Ground Resistivity: 100.0 |ohnTm|
Relative Ground Permeability: 1.0
Earth Return Formula: Derl-Semlyen
Transmission Line model
From a data file of the transmission liner-
Line length = 20 km
Total Positive Sequence Travel Time = 0.06849768 ms
Positive Sequence Surge Impedance = 390.4566 Q
Positive Sequence resistance = 0.3506455e-04 Q/m
Total Zero Sequence Travel Time = 0.09663007 ms
Zero Sequence Surge Impedance = 767.9808 Q
Zero Sequence resistance = 0.3124661e-03 Q/m
From the above data the positive and zero sequence impedances can be
calculated as below:
Let t = Travel time perunit length of line = 1/v = VLC
Where v is the velocity of a wave on the transmission line.
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Surge Impedance = Z = Vl/C
From where it follows that
L = Z x t
Hence,




Therefore Zi = Ri + jXi
= 0.03506455 xjO.4201
= 0.4216Z85.220
L0 = 767.9808 x 0.09663007e-03 / 20
= 3.7105 mH/km
XL0 = 2 x 7i x 50 x 3.7105e-03
= 1.1657 Q/km












100 to 120V rms phase-phaso
1A. or 5A rms per phase
50Hz or 60Hz
47 io 5 IKz or 56.4 »o61.2 Hi
DC Supply V»-| 1)r For switched mode de/oc/dc power















There itnegligible change ofoccurocy with change of
vofscge wtihln the operative range ofthe roloy.
OC supph/ V,(2): for optically coupled isolators. Supply option, ore the
same, asV4I (, External resistor bo* provided for









1.2Vn for measuring accuracy
1.5Vn continuous withstand
2.5Vn withstand for 10s.
2.41^ continuous wijltuand
I00l„withstand for Is flfl. IA|
80l„ withstand for 11 fl„ - 5A|
0.1 VA per phaie 01 Vn
0.08 VA per phase|l„ . IA|
0.5 VA per .phase[ln - 5A|
18W under heoithy Kve line
conditions crt Vx[ Ir 28W ma»!mi/m
10mA per enojgiiod optically coupled
isolotoc ot Vx(2).
Oiibonce Elements
Range of positive sequence sesfags referred 10 line VT and CT secondaries:
All employed zones except reverse Zone 3:
Overheod line models 0.2 10 250n )ln • IA)
0.04 So 500 fin-SA)
Underground coble models 0.1 to 1250 (1„ . 1A)
0.02 to25n(l„-5A)
Reverse Zor«3
Overhead line models 0.04 |o 2500 [l„ . IA|)
0.008 to50« (ln- 5A|
Underground cable models 0.02 Jo 1250IL - IM
0.004 to 25£1 |lfl . 5A]ondl/ZP 151
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Reach setting method isby digitally controlled apologue attenuators. Anenootion
bctor* KZPh ondKZN operate oncurrent signals andare common toall zones.
Alternation factors KZI. KZIX. K2IY. KZ2. KZ3 and K23'operate on voltage
signcls ond are spcelii* to Zone I, Zone IX. Zone 1Y. Zone 2, Zone 3 forward
ond Zone 3 reverse respectively. The positive sequence reoch tor Zone I isgiven
W-
Zone 1 - KZ1. KZPh.5/ln for overheod linemodels.
Zone I - KZI. KZPh. 5/21 n for underground coble models.
Either KZ1 or KZPh is set to 1.000. Toobtain tho formula for eoch of theother
rones employed, replace K21 by tho opproprlase attenuation factor for the zone.




Where 2\rj ond Z41 oretho phasor values of tertjand postlrva sequence
Impedance of tho prerteaed tine.
QuoaVilotcrol resistivereoch settings:
Right hand reoch - KR.5/in
left-hand reach - KR.6/i„ (LFZP 111)










0.040 to 1.000 In step*of 0.0OI
0.000 to 1.360 in stops of 0.001
1.00 to 49.98 Hepsof 0.02
0.2 to 49.9 in steps of 0.1
1 to 30 in steps of )
Ronge of selling of Zone 3 lenticular aspect ratio:
o/b- 1,00. 0.67 or 0.41
Characteristic angle settings:
G Ph -org Zit » nearest dvoilabfe sotting,
0 Ph - 50* to 85° in 5* steps lovorbeodline models]
0 Ph - 43* to SO* in 5'* step* IIFZP 113 only)
6 Ph - 20s, 25*, 30°, 35°. 40'. 50°, 60° or 70'
(LFZP !23onry)
Vectoriol residual compensation lor ground foult distance:
9 N » org (Zio - Z||) to nearest ovoilable setting
ON • 50° to 85* in 5° steps (overhead line models)
G N - -45', -35° and -25* to 80° in 5* sSeps
1LFZP 113 ond !23onry|
Nora: IfZP 113 isnot designed tobevsed with a ground foull loop sotting




Minimum operating, value* of thedistancemeasuring elements lor all types of fault:
Voftcge: zero
Current: 0.05I„/KZP«.
Accuracy: Jeoch: ±5% at 21„ond 20*C
Dynamic range: up to 251,, for fcull
locator and instrumentation up to











Schemecoordination timers used in permisslvo overreach,
unblocking ond blockingschemes:
TP
TD 0 to 98ms In steps of 2ms
TDW
±1*4of sealngond ±3ms.
Typical roby operating times for Zone 1 ore shown in
Figures 9 to 12.








The trip contacts cue sealed in for 60ms following the initial
contact closure. Thereafter, the maximum reset time is 35ms,
each timer 0.10s to 9.98s
in imps of 0.02s
Powerswing blocking
Power swingdetected by transit time of impedance between Zone 6 and either
Zono2 orZone 3 as selected.Zone6 is offsetmhoOr offset lenticubr, with the
some ronge of forward ondreverse reoch settings andaspect ratios as Zone 3.
Zone6 timet range: 20ms so90ms in steps of 5ms
Power swing detectionregimes:
[i| detection disabled.
[ii) dotsction indicated only.
pii| indication pKrs blocking ol ony one or more selected
zones.

























Tine Ins] Display: Mithout replay lines
Load Saue Paran Process Display M1/M2 M.Pos Scale Zoom
OptScale BinaryI/O Ref firch Report GraphicOutput Sun Quit
Sample of voltage response has been downloading from EMTDC model. It is single
phase to ground fault with point of view at voltage maximum.
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10 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 08:46:24
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault




l->0 0.4210 s 0.0640 s
Page 1
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20 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 08:48:41
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault




l->0 0.4010 s 0.0460 s
Page 1
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3 0 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 08:50:45
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault




l->0 0.4010 s 0.0440 s
Page 1
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4 0 km (with CVT) ,
2001-09-11 08:54:12
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor l
Phase to ground fault '




l->0 0.4010 s 0.0340 s
Page 1
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Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B26/FERRANTI BLDG j
Location : 50 km (with CVT) !
2001-09-11 09:01:10 !
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor j




















60 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:06:32
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
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70 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:11:38
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
Table of switching times of binary inputs:
Trip i
State Time Difference '
0->l 0.3680 s






Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B26/FERRANTI BLDG
8 0 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:16:12
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor



























100 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:20:02
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
























12 0 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:24:52
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
Table of switching times of binary inputs:
i
Trip
1 State Time Difference
0->l 0.9110 s












150 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:30:30
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B26/FERRANTI BLDG
160 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:33:29
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor





















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B2 6/FERRANTI BLDG
18 0 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:38:09
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor





















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B2 6/FERRANTI BLDG
200 km (with CVT)
2001-09-11 09:44:13
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
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10 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 10:20:33
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
















2 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 10:25:07
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault



















3 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 10:31:10
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
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4 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 10:43:03
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor i
Phase to ground fault i




l->0 0.4070 s 0.0360 s
Page 1
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5 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 10:51:15
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault




l->0 0.4070 s 0.0360 s
Page 1
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Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111 !
B26/FERRANTI BLDG
60 km (without CVT) j
2001-09-11 10:59:56 j
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B2 6/FERRANTI BLDG
70 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 11:07:14
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor





















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B2 6/FERRANTI BLDG
8 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 11:14:43
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor





















Test object: OPTIMHO LFZP 111
B26/FERRANTI BLDG
100 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 11:22:39
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
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12 0 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 11:30:30
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault






1.3520 s 0.4200 s
Page 1
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160 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 11:48:55
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault




















Table of switching times of binary inputs:
Trip
2 00 km (without CVT)
2001-09-11 12:04:27
Nursyarizal Mohd Nor
Phase to ground fault
State
0->l
l->0
Time
1.0210 s
1.7770 s
Page 1
Difference
0.7560 s
CMC 56 BK22
oo
<
O ct)
•-J a*
M —
<S
« o
§ PJ
5 E-
m ~
•<; oo
c/3 erf
P- >
